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Congratulations, 2019-2020 MCCF scholarship recipients!

We applaud these scholars for their pursuit of postsecondary education and salute them for their outstanding efforts in their academic career.

**Aksarben Career**
- Jordan Armstrong
- Keli Aziagbede I
- Diana Bonilla
- Ethan Bowman
- Anna Buchannan
- Marissa Domayer
- Kippsy Factor Garibo
- Faith Frazier
- Emily Gosch
- Giovanni Herrera-Morarrez
- Jason Hiykel
- Joshua Hiykel
- Miriah King
- Gage Lambie
- Autumn Love
- Ari Manzo-Saavedra
- Melissa Martinez
- Justin McGrath
- Jennifer Mechaca-Placido
- Jennifer Melendez-Saravia
- Preh Mo
- Delaney Nordbrock
- McKenna Nordbrock
- Jeyline Ortiz Berrios
- Antonio Pinkney
- Laisha Portillo
- Olivia Powers
- Jacob Ramold
- Araceli Rodriguez
- Ruben Sanchez, Jr.
- Alexis Saxton
- Emilee Sharp
- Adriana Silva
- Nathan Stromberg
- Mauro Tapia Cruz
- Brisa Torres Zavaleta
- Jasmine Van
- Leia Vranes
- Kama Wah
- Drew Weiland
- Benjamin Wesch

**Aksarben Career Promise**
- Thomas Ahl
- Blaize Baldwin
- Paul Baltes
- Derick Bridges
- Dominic Bucci
- Nolan Carpenter
- Zachary Curtis
- Matthew Davis
- Diego Diaz De Leon
- Chase Fischer
- Cirino Incontro
- Bladden Juedes
- Tristen Kuti
- Jayden Larsen
- Levi Martinez
- Dalanez Matthews
- Connor McDonnell
- Levi Moore
- Ty O’Brien
- Michael Palmquist
- Logan Parsons
- Mitchell Pavel
- Cheyenne Purchase
- Brian Rafiner
- Isaiah Ramsey
- Lewis Rossell
- Gavin Seiler
- Austin Sonnenfelt
- Jackson Stroborg
- Joel Van de Veer
- Henry Zwart

**Alice and Russ DeVoe Memorial**
- Noah Bailey

**Anne K. Harter Memorial**
- Regina Coeli De Mattos

---

**AMANDA COMSTOCK**

Health Services and Health Technology

**Major: Respiratory Care Technology**

The Johnny Rodgers Scholarship, Donovan and Anita Donner Scholarship

---

How did you hear about the scholarship?
The scholarship link through mccneb.edu.

How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
I am a single mother who commutes from out of town. These scholarships have allowed me to focus more on my studies and my children instead of working longer hours to make ends meet.

What’s your favorite zoo animal?
Penguin

What accomplishment are you most proud of?
My grades in the respiratory program.

What influenced you to enter the health field?
Throughout my life, I’ve had several people pass away from cancer and other diseases. The experiences led me to a passion in healthcare. I have always been intrigued by medicine.

What motivates you to work hard?
My family
FAGANDA KOITE
Liberal Arts & Sciences, Transfer and General Studies
Major: Business Management (General Studies)
Timothy L. Dempsey Memorial Scholarship

How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
The scholarship gave me the opportunity to take multiple courses and to have more time to focus on my studies.

What do you do for fun?
Reading books and going for a run.

What accomplishment are you most proud of?
I’m doing well in school and at the same time taking care of my parents back home in Africa.

What motivates you to work hard?
For me, there is only one way to motivate myself to work. I don’t think of it as hard work, but I think about it as part of making myself into who I want to be.

What is your favorite art/design medium?
Sculpture

What is your dream car?
Lexus

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Applied Technology Teaching
Jacob Olson

Arthur A. Durand
Akirah Houser
Madeleine Skarnulis

Audren and Evelyn Swanson Memorial
Tiffany Meisinger

Auto Collision Advisory Board
Caleb Pryjmak

Beth Nimmo Social Sciences
Ashley Page
Yvonne Rodriguez
Ashley Small

Betty Hightower Memorial Nursing
Benjamin Shackelford

Brasscraft
Joshua Gusse

Bruce Tomasek Memorial
Jenna Lacy

Building Futures
Jacobo Buenrostro
Jessica Huerta

Business Administration Division
Shannon Bird
Jamie Olson
Melissa Saucedo

Business Alliance for Student Education (B.A.S.E)
Vanessa Ramirez

Candy Lynn Kegley Memorial
Abhishek Dhage
Alfred Riveros Castelan

Catalan-Latino
Cristina Vargas

Clarence Dreher of NE NCRS Memorial
Alexis Baker

Cornhusker International/Rick Childers
Anthony Kitt
Hailee Stark

Cox Communications Pioneer
Tim Cummings

Criminal Justice Faculty
Fernanda Gonzalez Del Toral
Sophia Gilinsky

Culinary Arts and Management
Lenka Drevenna
Abigail Hamilton
Lisa Mueller
Matthew Nading
Jasmine Paul
Bailey Preuss
Cheyenne Purdy
Juan Rosa

David B. and Bernie Epstein
Sydney Fields

David M. Rice and Ephraim L. Marks Second Chance LGBT
Monica Goos
Katelyn Okereke
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Dawn Wesslund Memorial
Ezra Bae

Designer’s Touch
Andrea Smith

Donald R. Knapp Memorial
Nathaniel Espinosa
Sterling Fox
Brian Mayorga

Donovan and Anita Donner Memorial
Amanda Comstock

Douglas McLeod Weber Memorial
Sterling Fox
Lauren Loges
Alicia Paulson

Dr. Barbara Braden Healthcare
Dawn Helms

Dr. Jerry Moskus
Carlos Munoz

Dr. Mary Wise Endowed
Shelby Logan

Drake-Williams Steel Welding
Jason May

Dual Credit or Academy Student
Alyssa Boquet
Benjamin Cook
Christian Navarrete
Hannah Nelson

Edward and Lida Robinson
Bridgette Clements
Sandra Granados Bermudez
Khalid Mashal
Stefani Mayorga Molina

Kay Pah Pah
Abigail Robledo
Bania Tule Mejia

Empowering Early Educators
Rebecca Fitzgerald
Evan Hansen
Motoko Kido
Morgan Malone

Eric Bennett Scholarship
Tia Baker

Father SJ Sullivan
Daniel Wiese

Firestone Auto Tech
Gay Nay Htoo

Fran Elseman Memorial
Marcus Cruell

Fremont Area Schools
Hannah Nelson

Gallup Organization Early Childhood
Pelagia Karengi

Gary Johnson Memorial
Sydney Fields
Allison McMahon

Gene Haas
Andrew King
David Witt

gloria Menard Osborn
Alyssa Fillbach

Griffin-Becker Memorial
Asia Jones
Carlos Rodriguez
Juan Rosa

Harold Norman Culinary Arts and Hospitality
Kelly Dinoff
Carlos Rodriguez
Sevill Wheeler

How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
It helped with tuition and living expenses.

What do you do for fun?
I ride my Harley Davidson and work on cars.

What motivates you to work hard?
To better myself and the community around me.

If you could invite one person from the past for dinner, who would it be and why would you invite them?
My grandmother, because I had done a lot of not so very good things and would love her to see how I have risen above it and became something she could be proud of.

What is your dream car?
1970 1/2 split bumper Camaro

GARY LANE
Industrial, Transportation and Utility Line

Major: Automotive Maintenance and Light Repair Tech
Peter Kiewit Foundation Vocational Scholarship and Johnny Baxter Carriage House Foundation Tool Scholarship (2018-19)
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Hites Family Community College Foundation
Kaylee Sinkevich

Information Technology
Armando Gonzalez-Godinez

James M. Cox Foundation
Katherine Gillespie
Nolan Luetkenhaus
Brennan O’Keefe
Sophia Notto
Luis Ortega Soriano
Linny Ott
Jevon Wells

Janell Shain Memorial
Lindsey Seidel
Erin Wilson

John Vautravers Memorial
Michelle Carlson
Shunisha Draper-Williams

Johnny Baxter Carriage House Foundation
Kalib Allen
Ashton Bahrs
Brook Becker
Jamin Blum
Megan Bruckner
Lane Cech
Jacob Christie
Clayton Craig
Dalton Douglas
Jacob Ernesti
Keaton Finck
Antonio Fritz
Austyn Gard-Arnold
Tristan Goracke
Caleb Grudzinski
Jacob Hahn
Riley Heaton
Talon Ibarra
Quintin Idto
Nicholas Kracher
Aidan Lamb
Jesus Morales
Jayden Myers
Slade Offord
Isaac Parys
Colby Pollreis
Jocelyn Rodriguez
Robert Schonberner
Gavin Yeuill

Johnny Rodgers Career and Technical Education
Maximilienne Agonzan
Celelia Alexander
Iurma Amaya
Rahae Anderson
Jesslyn Arellano-Valadez
Olaitan Ategbo
Elina Bae
Jennifer Barajas
Jennifer Beltran
Patrick Berg
Lindsey Boone
Kyleigh Brown
Matthew A Brown
Karen Castillo-Castillo
Michael Cea-Garcia
Steve Chairez Gamez
Amanda Comstock
Maricela Cortes de Ruiz
John Delich
Lavell Driver
Payton Duhsmann
Brittany Edgell
Michael Eggertsen
Andrew Estrada
Jessica Fincham
Catrionna Garrett
Lloyd Goodwin
Adjovi Guine
Jessica Harding
Jaden Hassler
James Hawkins-Drummer
Emma Helwig
Uriel Hernandez
Netrian Holland
Saw Htoo
Holey Huckeby
Ashley Hughes
Erik Jauregui
Dana Jefferson
Nelly Katari
Mikayla Keogh
Ishawna Kidd
Anthony Kitt
Papy Kwetutinina
Hla Lady
Boone Lieb
Ana Lopez Orozco
Courtney Louis
Ilyas Lucas-Anderson
Sierra Mahone
Maurice Malepeai
Ashton Mason
Andrew Matsumura
Porschea McAllister
Jordan Memmen
Tanner Meyo
Isaac Moreno
Isaac Moreno
Aminu Ngoran
Truc Nguyen
Amanda Nissen
Miguel Nuno
Kossi Hyanonene
Lisa Ong
Nyien Oo
Ramon Ornelas
Haley Ourada
Javon Pearson
Miriam Perez Diaz
Gabriel Rand
Felix Rivera
Joseph Roberts
Sayed Sadat
David Santee
Kaylene Serrano-Rivera
Nicholas Shannon
Gemma Shimerdla
Alesia Sizemore
Kalvonna Staff
Bridget Stucklen
Jaafar Talha
Carlose Talkington
Moses Thompson
Tianna Thompson
Diane Totusek
Caleb Townley
Xzavion Turnbo
Aislyn Tyler
Kama Wah
Juan Warren
Keyetta Williams

Jonathan E. Zimmern MBA Memorial
Jakob Tague

Jordan Lee Whitney Memorial
Sarah Schonberner
Emilia Vargas

Joseph W. Hughes Memorial Engineering
Alan Tsvid

Karen Schnepf Memorial
Cuong Thinh Ao
Devin Kortan

Larry O’Connor Memorial
Taft Burton

Lucille I. Mix Memorial
Pwae Moo

M.L. “Buck” Bohn Memorial
Ruben Sanchez

Mary Ellen Hauck Seth Memorial
Nora Stamp

Matthew T. Chambers Horticulture
Melena Russell
Kara Young
SEAN MOOMAW
Industrial, Transportation and Utility Line
Major: Electrical Technology
Aksarben Career

How did you hear about that scholarship?
Mccneb.edu

How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
I have been able to work while going to school and build up my savings account to prepare for the future. These scholarships have been a major incentive to continue forward and focus on finishing my degree.

Do you collect anything?
I have many orchids (more than 50) and the collection continues to grow.

If you could invite one person from the past for dinner, who would you invite and why would you invite them?
My grandmother, who passed away in 2011. She was the most influential person to my childhood and today. I have more similarities to her than any of my other family members.

What do you do for fun?
I like to tie flies (for fishing), learn new things, make and build things—especially if it involves working with my hands, use my telescopes and occasionally go fishing.

MCC Emerging Leaders
Valeriu Mirzac

MCC Math Department
Matthew Snyder

MCC Military Student Textbook
Dustin Nordhues

MCCF Memorial
Alec Busselman

Metropolitan Utilities District (Culinary)
Katelyn McGuire
Jasmine Paul

Mildred D. Brown Memorial
Mustafa Abdi

Miltenberger Family Memorial
Tyler Lyster

Mustang Car Club of Omaha
Bradley Hawkins

NAWIC Omaha
Grant Adams

Nebraska Realty Scholarship for Trades and Vocational Dev.
Kenneth Asiazobor
Medardo Rodriguez

Nursing Assistant
Karina Betancourt

Omaha World Herald
Marcus Dancy
Madison Schneckenberger

OPPD Utility Line Technician
Kon Manivong

Papillion Professional Firefighters Association IAFF Local 3767
Conner Hendrickson
Jack Warner

Patricia and Lance Plummer
Katrina Holtorf
Bobby Vanlaningham

Peter Kiewit Foundation Vocational
Hani Abdi
Phillip Anthony
Ke-Shay Augustine
Alexis Baker
Emanuel Berrios Diaz
Pajie-Paule-Flore Bimplo Maouene
Shannon Bird
Chelcie Black
Jessica Blumer
Dallas Brunner
Dylan Carter
Dani Casteel
Carlos Chaidez
Olivia Chavez
Cassandra Christian
Marcus Clarahan
Venus Craig
Bobbie Cruz
Gerene Davis
Lacey Dobesh
Eh Doh
Kevin Dominguez
Ariel Doyle
Nathan Duerksen
Tony Dukes
Raymond Dyne
Arland Emerlilahu
Kristina Faust
Ekue Foley
Elena Furculi-Steana
Laura Galindo-Perez
Jessica Garcia
Brittany Gaver
Ethan Goodloff
Lacey Grabowski
How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
I want to proceed in becoming a chef.

What motivates you to work hard?
The struggles I have been through in life. Teachers told me at a young age that I would never amount to anything. They even said I should stop trying due to the fact I would never graduate. This helps me move forward knowing I have proved them wrong.

What accomplishment are you most proud of?
Making a four-course meal for one of my class assignments. This boosted my confidence.

What do you do for fun?
Hang out with friends, dance, watch movies - mostly scary movies.

What is your favorite kitchen appliance?
Stove, a place where the magic first started.
How has this scholarship helped you achieve your goals?
I have always wanted to be a full-time student (I know might sound crazy). I couldn’t afford it though, having to work full-time to pay my bills. When I received the letter in the mail, I just started crying and was in shock. Because of the scholarship, I will hopefully be done with school by fall 2020. I was able to take the classes I needed to get through and now hopefully have my associate degree before I have to move with my husband, as he decided to join the Air Force.

What motivates you to work hard?
What motivates me to do hard work is my family. There is a good chunk of my family that has told me I am not good enough or smart enough to go to college and I would never make it. Here I am today, 22 years old. I have received two scholarships, joined the Kappa Beta Delta International Honor Society and I have been on the Dean’s list at least four times. I am making myself proud and proving people wrong.

Do you collect anything?
I love to collect pig items. I have so much stuff for my kitchen that has a pig on it or is shaped like a pig. I have pigs all over my bedroom (my husband hates it). Someday, my dream is to save up enough money to buy myself a pet pig. I just love pigs.

R.E. Whitmyre Memorial
Ashley Regan

Ray and Betty Barr Memorial
Anesah Brazier
Tasmine Finch

Rex Stacy Welding Technology
Saul Najera

Richard Brooke Foundation
Brett Bennett
Joshua Nachtigall
Pavle Petrovic
Skyler Schrader
Riley Sedlak

Richard Fox Memorial
Kelly Dinoff

Ron Sailors Memorial Culinary Arts
Zachary DeLap
Sierra Gonzalez
Kendra Liska
Regina Coeli Machado De Mattos
Paul Weber
Jaden Will

Ruth Clarice Oberndorfer
Denisse Victoria Estrada

South Omaha Business Association
Briana Tyan

Taylor Tylkowski Memorial Culinary and Hospitality
Sarah Clausen

The Builder Foundation
Francis Bevilacqua
Matthew Clemens

Max Horak
Jack McDonnell
Garett Plambeck
Alexander Rosser
Nicholas Santone
Andrew Schlotz
Luke Sheehan

The Guinan Family
Yusuf Abduresul
Estaphany Avelino
Alexis Baker
Robin Beaver
Hannah Bencker
Ashley Cardenas-Alvarez
Johnny Chatmon
Isai Duran
Mercedes Fauble
Contesse Fleming
Amber Gagne
Rafael Gomez
Monica Goos
D’Anshaniq Gregory
Benjamin Harral
Tara Haynes
Natalie Littleton
Becky Lubbers
Marissa Marasco
Jordan McLucas
Jessica Melgoza
Brittany Moga
Abzeta Nikiema
Nicole Prchal
Kelsey Puentes
Cheyenne Purdy
Christian Quezada-Gomez
Andrew Rasmussen
Tiara Rodarte
Desiree Rooks
Teaandra Ross
Yahaira Santana-Flores
Stephanie Schwamberger
Deja Smith
Erik Smith
Gedeon Tchato Nganko
Autianna Walker
Tyshawn Williams
The Hawks Foundation
Maegann Bird
Kayton Fee
Lauren Gebhart
Selina Gregory
Michael Hawkes
Gary Jones
Janice Kelly
Benjamin Klahn
David Kudlacek
San Kyi
Elizabeth Manriquez
Christy Nitsch
Shelby Piniarski
Keri Satorie
Pedro Tapia
Rikki Thompson
Brady Williams

The Owen/PVS
Dalton Chastain
Larry Erickson

The Patricia “Big Mama” Barron Culinary
Lavelle Thompson

Timothy L. Dempsey
Faganda Koite

Todd McHenry Memorial
Kristin Davies
Logan Palumbo

Travelers
Daniel Aguilar
Re-An Danielle Borres
Allison Hernandez
Corinna Lomeli
Tu Meh

Veterans of the Midlands Foundation
Christopher Baily
Connor Jenkins
Norma Johnson

Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter 279
Benjamin Hudson
Trevor Juelfs
Matthew Tatum

Walt Allen Memorial
Kia Frey

Walter Scott, Jr. Welding
Leonel Arias
Lam Dinh
Taylor Hedrick
Barry Jackson
Aaron Kost
Gavin Zahm

Ward Nursing
Jillian Rice

Wells Fargo Bank
Pedro Tapia

William H. Dodd Memorial
Muna Nur

Williams Family
Somia Ali

*2020 Metropolitan Community College graduates
All efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy and inclusion of student and graduate names who have received a scholarship through the MCC Foundation. We regret any errors or omissions.

Congratulations, MCCF graduating scholars!

Jennifer Albarran
Angelynn Albert
Elsa Aquino de Salguero
Ayioukede Atayi
Cynthia Baker
Eric Barkdell
Bryant Beach
Thomas Bendorf
Cheilce Black
Joseph Blair
Bryce Blair
Edith Blaske
Alyssa Bohan
Todd Bonge
Anesah Brazier
Chanea’ Brewer
Courtney Brown
Rico Campbell
Sevill Carter
Dani Casteel
Carlos Chaidez
Kimberly Cobb
Amanda Comstock
Sani Daba
Kristin Davies
Lacey Dobesh
Michael Dorland
Ariel Doyle
Payton Duhsman
Raymond Dyne III
Hannah Edie
Andrew Estrada
Kippsy Factor Garibo
Shireen Fadul
Mercedes Fauble
Maria Flores
Ekue Foly
Nicole Forrest
Sterling Fox
Lauren Gebhart
Allyson Genereux
“Judson Golka, Jr.”
Carolina Gomez Rios
Fernanda Gonzalez Del Toral
Jessie Graham
Amber Graves
Nestor Guardado
Alexandra Guzman
Jessica Harding
Macy Harper
Eric Harris
Anna Hartman
Jacob Hassenstob
Taylor Hedrick
Camille Hickey
Hayley Hilker
Alexandra Hillwick
Jason Hiykel
Joshua Hiykel
Carmen Hoffman
Kristen Holmes
Bruce Holtan
Samantha Hope
Leila Hudson
Ashley Hulett
Ryan Huntley
Brittany Jackson
Jessica Jacobo
Janelle Jensen
Jessica Johnson
Tyrina Jones
Devin Jones
Trevor Juelfs
Agnes Kanunde
Sara Karr
Kaela Kelly
Matthew Kempkes
Motoko Kido
Lacy Kingery
Amy Kinser
Benjamin Klahn
Barron Knaus
Devin Kortan
Evans Kpesenu
Gregory Krebs
Papy Kwetutiina
Papy Kwetutiina
Erick Landa-Guerrero
Branden Leimbach
Kevin Littleman
Lauren Loges
Florinda Lopez-Tercero
Konni Lorenzo
Ana Loya
Khanh Luu
Jake Lyons
Ari Manzo-Saavedra
Marissa Marasco
Adrianna Mather
Jimma Mayian
Elias Melendez
Noah Meyer
John Meyer
Tanner Meyo
**MCCF Scholarship Funds and Establishers**

1979

**gloria Menard Osborn** established by gloria Menard-Osborn

1989

**John Vautravers** established by Richard and Eileen Vautravers

1990

**Fran Elseman Memorial** established by Helen Strain

1992

**Ward Memorial Nursing** established by La Neita Thomas

1994

**Black Hills Energy** established by Black Hills Energy

**Business Alliance for Student Education (B.A.S.E.)** established by Metropolitan Community College Foundation

**Catalan Latino** established by David Catalan

**Donald R. Knapp Memorial** established by Sanford and Patricia Knapp Smith

**Gilbert C. Swanson Foundation** established by Gilbert C. Swanson Foundation

**Todd McHenry Memorial** established by Dale and Frankie McHenry

1995

**Ray and Betty Barr Memorial** established by Ray Barr

1996

**Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter 279** established by Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter 279

**Walt Allen Memorial** established by Margaret K. Allen

1997

**Business Admin Department** established by MCC Business Department

**James M. Cox Foundation** established by James M. Cox Foundation

1999

**Betty Hightower Nursing** established by David Hightower

**Edward and Lida Robinson Charitable Trust**

**Sharlene Hansen Memorial** established by Harriet Studebaker

2000

**Jonathan Zimmern Memorial** established by Joan Cook Zimmern

**R.E. Whitmyre Memorial** established by Jo Anne Whitmyre

2001

**Candy Lynn Kegley Memorial** established by Eileen Kegley

**Cox Communication Pioneer** established by Cox Communications
2002
Carl P. Rigatuso Apprenticeship established by Kathryn Rigatuso
David and Bernie Epstein Memorial established by Arthur Epstein
Ruth Buck Kissel Memorial established by Bobette Escolas

2003
Audren and Evelyn Swanson established by Janice Halbur
Gallup Organization Early Childhood established by Gallup Organization
Jordan Lee Whitney Memorial established by Rodd Whitney
Joseph W. Hughes Memorial established by Diane Hughes
Karen Schnepf Memorial established by Marilyn Schnepf
MCC Culinary Arts and Horticulture established by MCC Culinary Arts and Horticulture
Omaha Economic Development Corp established by Omaha Economic Development Corp
Ron Sailors Culinary Arts Memorial established by Signature Services, LLC

2004
AIM Institute/Fremont Tribune established by AIM Institute/Fremont Tribune
Beth Nimmo Memorial established by Jack and Betty Mason
Donovan and Anita Donner Memorial established by Heidi Donner
Douglas McLeod Weber Memorial established by David and Natalie Weber
Lettie Johnson Memorial Dental Assisting established by Karen Rees
M.L. “Buck” Bohn Memorial established by Robert Bohn
Rex Stacy Memorial established by American Welding Society NE Chapter

2005
Bruce Tomasek Memorial established by Metropolitan Community College Foundation
ConAgra Foods Excellence in Education established by ConAgra Foods Foundation
Dr. Jerry Moskus established by Anonymous
Nebraska Trucking Association CDL established by Nebraska Trucking Association Foundation
NTAF Diesel Technology established by Nebraska Trucking Association Foundation

2006
MUD Culinary Arts established by Metropolitan Utilities District

2007
Gary Downing Memorial established by Dolores Downing
Hites Family Foundation established by Hites Family Foundation
NAMC – Dream it. Do it. established by Dwayne Probyn
William H. Dodd Memorial established by Staff, Family and Friends of William H. Dodd

2008
Anne K. Harter Memorial established by Julee Harter
Johnny Baxter Carriage House Foundation established by Nebraska New Car and Truck Dealers Association
Omaha District Dental Society established by Omaha District Dental Society

2009
Kyle Lavigne Memorial established by Christene Cuttler
Williams Family established by Elizabeth Brewer

2010
Absolutely Fresh Seafood Co. established by Greg Lindberg
Auto Collision Advisory Board established by Auto Collision Advisory Board
Brandon Thomas Memorial established by Andrea Gorman
Cornhusker International/Rick Childers Memorial established by Cornhusker International
Criminal Justice Textbook established by Criminal Justice Faculty

2011
David M. Rice and Ephraim L. Marks LGBT established by Bob Benzel and Gerry Sullivan
Jeff Gossin Memorial established by John and Jan Gossin
Lucille I. Mix Memorial established by Earlene Brittingham

2012
Arthur A. Durand Memorial established by Phyllis Durand
Nicole Marie Nursing established by Angela Ebel
Omaha Home Economist in Home and Community established by Home Economist in Home and Community
WiRE established by Nebraska Women in Rural Electrification

2013
Clarence Dreher Memorial established by Nebraska Chapter NCRS
Emerging Leaders established by MCC Emerging Leaders
Firestone, Inc. established by Firestone, Inc.
Gary Johnson Memorial established by Rich Record and Dona Johnson
Harold Norman Culinary Arts established by Omaha Restaurant Association
Jack Kawa Culinary Arts and Hospitality established by Omaha Restaurant Association
Johnny Rodgers Career and Technical established by Johnny Rodgers
Larry O’Connor Memorial established by Sheila O’Connor
Mary Wise established by Anonymous
Miltonberger Family Memorial established by Terry McMullen
Society of Plastic Engineers established by Society of Plastic Engineers

2014
Benzel Sullivan established by Bob Benzel and Gerry Sullivan
The Builder Foundation established by The Builder Foundation
Deb Bliss-Mickeliunas Memorial established by Bernie Sediacek
Dorothy B. Davis Foundation Military Fund established by Dorothy B. Davis Foundation
The Guinan Family established by The Guinan Family

2015
Dawn Wesslund Memorial established by Todd Wesslund
Dr. Ann Trinkle Memorial established by Ken and Susan Trinkle
Eric Bennett established by Howard and Valerie Bennett
Griffin-Becker Memorial established by Hockenbergs Equipment and Supply Company
IME - Becas established by The Consulate of Mexico in Omaha
Matthew T. Chambers Horticulture established by James and Joan Chambers
MCCF Scholarship Matching Fund established by Metropolitan Community College Foundation
Mutual of Omaha Bank established by Mutual of Omaha Bank
Richard Fox Memorial Scholarship established by Rochelle A. Fox

2016
Applied Technology Teaching established by The Richard Brooke Foundation
Gene Haas Foundation Scholarship/North Omaha Precision Machining Fund established by Gene Haas Foundation and Omaha North Magnet High School
Jane Keller Memorial Scholarship established by The MCC Math Department
Lamp Rynearson established by Lamp Rynearson and Mike and Maggie McMeehin

2017
Designer’s Touch established by Marian Holden
Douglas County Corrections Advancement established by CleanCore Technologies, LLC
Early Childhood Education established by Holland Foundation

2018
Aksarben Career established by Aksarben Foundation
Aksarben Career Promise established by Aksarben Foundation
Building Futures established by Omaha Builders Exchange
Empowering Early Childhood Educators established by Consumer Science Business Professionals
Marcella and David Pfeifer established by Aksarben Foundation
Mildred D. Brown Memorial established by Mildred D. Brown Memorial Study Center
Patricia “Big Mama” Barron Culinary established by Gladys L. Harrison
Patricia and Lance Plummer established by Lance Plummer
The Owen/PVS established by Tyler Owen, Owen Industries
2019

Alice & Russ DeVoe Memorial
established by Alice DeVoe Donor Advised Fund, of Nebraska Community Foundation

Blake McKune Memorial
established by Rusty and Jennifer McKune

Continuing Education
established by Gary Girard

Mary Ellen (Hauck) Seth Memorial
established by Mona Seth Rawlings

NAWIC Omaha
established by National Association of Women in Construction Omaha

Nebraska Realty Trades and Vocational Development
established by Andy Alloway of Nebraska Realty

Robert B. Gronstal
established by Barbara Oliver

Scott Hoyt Memorial
established by Katherine Hoyt, Victoria Hoyt and Laura Hoyt Sjogren

Sherwood Homes and Lane Building Corp Honored Agent
established by Jerry Standerford of Sherwood Homes and Lane Building Corp

Taylor Tylkowski Memorial
Culinary and Hospitality
established by Aron Mackevicius and Melissa Tylkowski

Taylor Tylkowski Memorial Culinary
established by Julie Hockney and friends

YOUR GIFT... We would like to extend a personal thank you to our 2018-2019 donors.

THEIR FUTURE... Your donations of scholarships, student support and student emergency funds have made it possible for students to pursue their dreams of an education.

OUR PROMISE... Through your gift to the Foundation, our students will fulfill their potential, our community’s promise.

Thank you to our donors!

Arun Agarwal  Walter V. Brooks
Sheryl Agner      Sandra and Bill Bruns
Stephanie M. Albers  Anne Burton
Jackie and Greer Almquist  Connie Buller
Jane Alseth       Kacie Campbell
Sana M. Amoura-Patterson  Heather Carrico
Andy and Diane Anderson  Anne D. Carroll
Carolyn O. Anderson  Ricardo Castro
Cynthia and Michael Catherwood
Charles Chevalier
Shanda M. Clark
James and Christi Cloyd
Kyran C. Connor
Nancy Conrad
Marilyn Cotten
Pat and Bob Crisler
Mary and Hal Daub
Don Davenport
Susan Davis
Margarette Dean
Jill Dempsey
Monica Dempsey
Deb Denbeck
Carol Dennison
Carol Dvorak
Carri L. Dyer
Mark and Brenda Ehrhart
Michael Eickman
Dan Ellis
Jane P. Elsworth
Rita Eyerly

Jennifer J. Fauchier
Terry and Catherine Ferguson
Cheryl Ford
William A. Forsee
Amy H. Forss
Jane Franklin
Sara M. Foxley
Bruce Frasier and Richard Nielsen
Kay D. Friese
Deborah Frost
Meredith Fuller
Sally Ganem
Steve Gass
Susan and Danny Gass
Larry Gavel and Dana Fritz
Penny L. Gildea
Gary A. Girard
Karen Gluck
Franky Gonzalez
Cynthia K. Gooch-Grayson
Cheryl K. Goodman
Cheryl Goodrich
Dawn Goodsell
Lisa Goodwin
Andie Gordon and Dan Fitzgerald
Jerald D. Gordman
Robert and Ellen Gordman
Elizabeth Gordon
Carol Gottuso
Robert B. Gronstal
Kelly Hajek
Marianne Hall
Fayrene Hamouz
Richard D. Hanneman and Deb Eppebaugh
Daryl E. Hansen
Todd and Shannon Hansen
Terry Harrison
Howard and Rhonda Hawks
Beth Heck
Colleen Hernandez
April C. Herrley
Alan Hill
Robin Hixson
Wilma Hjellum
David K. Ho
Margaret A. Hobza
Jeff Hoggan
Marian A. Holden
Katherine Stover Holian
Geoffrey Horejs
Stan Horrell
David L. Horst
Dr. Don Igel and Sharon Marvin Igel
Kevin Ingalls
Jill and Scott Irwin
William Jefferson
Joe J. Jerdon
Mary Jochim
Kerry A. Johnson
Erin E. Joy and Alvaro Carrasco
Marian Kaiser
Barbara Kantor
Gary Katz
Jerad Kaufmann
Sheila Keller
Timothy M. Kelly
Willis Kennedy
Mary M. Kerl
Diana L. Kerwin-Kubr
John Killough
David A. Kirchofer
George Kleine
Therese Knipp
David W. Koebel
Beau Konigsberg
Vernetta Kosalka
Marian Kraft
Kurt A. Krugerud
Hanne Kruse
George Kutsuin
Leslie Kwasnieski
Debra La Hoda
Amanda Landholm
Julie Langholdt
Tom and Rosemary Lebeda
Collin Leeder
Jerald Leidy
Sandy and Todd Lemke
Larry Lindberg
David Lueders
Michael Lustgarten
Scott Lustgarten
Robert J. Maass
Jodie Mackintosh
Theresa M. Magner
Aaron Mahoney
Naomi Mardock Uman
Bryan Marshall
Marty Martinez
Melissa Marvin
Mary Maxwell
Melvin H. Mays
Janet S. McCarthy
Kevin M. McCarthy
Tom McDonnell
Cornelius P. McGreevy
Patrick and Misty McKibbin
John and Eileen McKinstra
Kathleen McKune
John W. McLain
Garret McGahan
Sean McGarry
Terry McMullen
Tracy J. McTavish-Mlady
Robert Medrano
John Miller
Lisa J. Mix
Linda S. Moraine
Christopher Morrow
Michelle Morton
Frank Mossa
Jane Mulder
Edward F. Napravnik
Dawn B. Naumann
Lindsey Neemann
Richard Newcomer
Ryan Newton
Alex Nikiforuk
Dave Noodell
Christopher Olsen
Amanda Olson
Brian O’Malley
Alan T. Overfelt
Bill and Paula Owen
Darin Owens
Daniel and Karen Pansing
Harry Pantos
Jerome Patten
Zachary M. Pechacek
Ross and Karen Pesek
Ashley Peters
Jordan Platisha
Lancelot E. Plummer
Timothy G. Potter
Mike and Susan Price
Susan R. Raftery
Amy Recker
Alan R. Reinarz
Karen Riley
Peggy Ritschel
Ronald Rivera
Karen J. Rodgers
Debra J. Romberger
Hans Rudin
Michael Rush
Amy Sand
Rick and Ellie Sandvig
Susan A. Scherl
Randy and Nancy Schmailzl
Albertha Schmid
Sheila Schoessler
Mark Schulman
Trevor Secora
Bernard A. Sedlacek
David Scott
Kalib Seeley
Michael Shain
Elizabeth and Steve Shanahan
Linda Shanahan
Susan A. Scherl
Randy and Nancy Schmailzl
Albertha Schmid
Sheila Schoessler
Mark Schulman
Trevor Secora
Bernard A. Sedlacek
David Scott
Kalib Seeley
Michael Shain
Elizabeth and Steve Shanahan
Linda Shanahan
We apologize for any unintentional errors or omissions. Help us correct our records by calling 531-MCC-2738.
Thank you to the organizations and foundations that have supported the MCC Foundation.

Ahern Fire Protection  
Aksarben Foundation  
Amazon Smile Foundation  
Anonymous  
Ayars & Ayars Inc.  
Baird Holm LLP  
Beemer Mennonite Church  
Bellevue University  
Big Mama’s Kitchen and Catering, Inc  
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Nebraska  
Bluestem Prairie Foundation  
Carl Sommer Charitable Fund  
Centro Latino of Iowa  
Church on Purpose  
Clark Creative Group  
Conductix-Wampfler  
Consumer Science Professionals  
Core Bank  
Core Bank Trust  
Cornhusker Corvette Club LTD  
Cornhusker International Trucks, Inc.  
Cummins Central Power, LLC  
Douglas County  
Dr. C.C. and Mabel L. Criss Memorial Foundation  
Drake-Williams Steel  
EDW of Omaha  
Edward & Lida Robinson Charitable Trust  
Enterprise Bank  
Enterprise Holdings Foundation  
Fidelity Charitable - Donation made from recommendation of the John Reed Family Fund  
First National Bank  
Fitzgerald, Schorr, Barmettler, & Brennan, P.C. L.L.O.  
Frankel Zacharia  
Fred and Eve Simon Charitable Foundation  
Fremont Contract Carriers  
Gene Haas Foundation  
Guinan Family  
Holland Foundation  
Immanuel Lakeside Village Senior Living  
Johnny Baxter Carriage House Foundation  
Joslyn Castle Trust  
Kiewit Building Group  
Kiewit Companies  
Kiewit Corporation  
Lacey & Associates, CPAs, P.C.  
Lamp Rynearson & Associates  
Lozier Corporation  
LFM Foundation  
Matters On Tomorrow  
Max’s Body Shop  
Methodist Health System  
Metropolitan Utilities District  
Mid-America Arts Alliance  
Midwest Ford Clubs, Inc.  
Mildred D. Brown Study Center  
Millard Manufacturing  
Mustang Car Club of Omaha  
Mutual of Omaha Foundation  
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co.  
NAWIC-Omaha  
Nebraska Medicine  
Nebraska Paralegal Association  
Nebraska Realty  
NMC Inc.  
Omaha Builders Exchange  
Omaha Custom Manufacturing  
Omaha District Dental Society  
Omaha Hospitality Hall of Fame  
Omaha Restaurant Association  
Omaha Restaurant Association Foundation  
Omaha Steaks  
Omaha-Lincoln CARSTAR Business Group Inc.  
Partnership 4 Kids/All Our Kids Foundation  
Paul G. and Annette L. Smith Charitable Fund  
Peter Kiewit Foundation  
Phillips Manufacturing Company  
Physicians Mutual  
Ray D. Barr Trust  
RDO Truck Centers  
Richard Brooke Foundation  
Sand Creek Post & Beam  
Sandra Stork Donor Advised Fund  
Security National Bank  
Singer Foundation  
SpartanNash  
Sunset Hills Garden Club  
T.L. K. Air Care Inc./Cargo Zone  
The Boeing Company Gift Match/BPAC Program  
The Builder Foundation  
The Claire M. Hubbard Foundation  
The Jet Award Foundation and Trust 501C3  
The Landen Foundation  
The Marilyn Schneef Charitable Fund  
The Sherwood Foundation  
The William & Ruth Scott Family Foundation  
Truck Center Companies  
Trusby from Frontstream  
Turner Construction Company  
United Way of Southeastern Michigan  
United Way of the Midlands  
U.S. Bank Foundation  
Valmont Industries, Inc.  
Weitz Family Foundation  
Whitmore Charitable Trust

We apologize for any unintentional errors or omissions. Help us correct our records by calling 531-MCC-2738.

Only annual gifts and pledge installments are recognized in this report in accordance with GAAP and FASB regulations.

Mission
The Metropolitan Community College Foundation advances the comprehensive mission of Metropolitan Community College by creating community awareness, building and nurturing meaningful relationships and connecting community partners with giving opportunities that fulfill their philanthropic objectives.

MCC Foundation Board of Directors
Scott Irwin  
Josh Bartee  
Carol Russell  
Mike Price  
Terry McMullen  
Andy Alloway  
Ricardo Castro  
Jeff Christensen  
Marian Holden  
Nick Jensen  
Dan Koch  
Marayla McMorris  
Kurt W. Meisinger  
Chris Morrow  
Jill Panzer  
Ross Pesek  
Gerry Tomka  
Brian Turner  
Jim Walsh  
Jennifer Zhang  
George E. Martin III  
Maureen Monahan

MCC Board of Governors
Maureen Monahan  
Dave Pantos  
Steve Grabowski  
Linda McDermitt  
Erin Feichtinger  
Roger Garcia  
Ron Hug  
Phillip Klein  
Angela Monegain  
Fred Uhe  
Michael Young

Maureen Monahan  
Vice Chair  
Dave Pantos  
Steve Grabowski  
Linda McDermitt  
Erin Feichtinger
Metropolitan Community College affirms a policy of equal education, employment opportunities and nondiscrimination in providing services to the public. To read our full policy statement, visit mccneb.edu/nondiscrimination.